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Throughout 2018, Sustainable Food Center engaged in a robust nine month visioning process.
We asked ourselves, “What are the challenges facing the Central Texas food system, and what can we do
face them head on?” The result is a reimagined set of core values, purpose, mission and goals.
Now, we ask for you to join with us as we strive to make our new vision a reality.

MISSION AND CORE PURPOSE

We cultivate a just and regenerative food system so
people and the environment can thrive.
CORE VALUES

CULTURE VALUES

Connectedness

Passion

We are community-focused and believe
relationships are powerful tools for building
community.

Equity
We support the right of all people to
grow, access, sell and consume healthy and
culturally-appropriate food produced through
ecologically sound and regenerative methods.

We stand ready to serve our mission with
commitment and dedication.

Learning Culture
We believe in fostering curiosity through selfreflection, knowledge-sharing and openness, for
the continuous improvement of SFC’s impact.

Sustainability
We know humans have a profound
responsibility to treat our planet with care and
respect, and we are committed to ensuring
that diverse species may thrive on Earth for
generations to come.
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BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOAL (BHAG)

We will increase the consumption of
regionally and sustainably produced food
in Central Texas by 2035.
Sustainable and
regenerative small to midsize farm production increases
through new and transitional
farms.
Infrastructure exists for
small to mid-sized farmers to
move their products to outlets,
and affordable outlets are in all
communities.
Individuals and families who
are purchasing local food and
growing their own food have the
resources and skills to prepare
the food and incorporate it into
healthy, culturally-relevant meals.
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Policies at the state level
support new and beginning
farmers, provide insurance
for small scale agriculture and
specialty crop production
in order to reduce risk, and
increase incentives for this type
of farming such as procurement
requirements/policies for
publicly-funded institutions.
Policies at the local level
increase access to local food
by providing subsidies to
low income families and or
utilizing publicly-owned land for
agricultural production.
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SFC’s envisioned future has
been integrated into a regionwide food vision and strategy
with multiple agencies and
NGOs working in a concerted
way to bring about these
exciting changes. SFC has
been recognized as a leader in
catalyzing food system change.
Central Texas is recognized
as one of the top five
sustainable, equitable food
systems in the US.
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HOW WE’LL ACHIEVE OUR GOAL
The following eight priorities contain our strategies to achieve the BHAG. They are organized according
to six key drivers of food system change, but are not for SFC to achieve alone. The entire Austin and
Central Texas food system will collaborate, partner and problem solve to increase the availability and
consumption of locally-produced food in the region.

Ecosystem Alignment
and Gap Analysis

Food System Infrastructure

Priority 1: Development of city/regional action
plan to support the BHAG.

Farm Viability
Priority 2: Preserve and support existing
sustainable small to mid-sized farms to increase
production and ensure future farm viability.

Sustainable Food Production

Priority 5: Build regional food infrastructure
to support distribution, value-added processing
and lower costs of nutritious, local, and culturally
relevant food.

Wholesale Demand
Priority 6: Increase wholesale purchasing
(institutions, grocery, local chains) for nutritious,
local, and culturally relevant food.

Access and Education

Priority 3: Foster development of a new
generation of sustainable farmers to increase
production.

Priority 7: Ensure that nutritious, local, and
culturally relevant food is affordable.

Priority 4: Incentivize existing farmers to
transition to more sustainable / regenerative
methods of food production.

Priority 8: Provide educational opportunities
that promote consumption of nutritious, local
and culturally relevant food.
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